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Randall Warehouse Highlights GREEN Commitment with its Modular, Insulated Walls at
ProMat
•

GREEN InsulWall® - modular, flexible, insulated curtain wall made from recycled insulation, and NonInsulated, Vinyl Industrial Curtain Line among Featured Products

•

Popular What’s Behind Your Curtain Wall/Ball? Game will be Back

ELMHURST, IL (February 25, 2015) – Randall Warehouse (Booth 349) will showcase its GREEN line of InsulWall®
and its portfolio of Industrial Curtains during ProMat, the largest trade event held at Chicago’s McCormick Place for
material handling and logistics equipment and technologies. Highlights of Randall’s participation will be its 18 foot
long wall of GREEN InsulWall, made from recycled insulation, and its InsulWall Ball Game.

“Many leading material handling companies attend this important show, which provides an excellent forum to us to
present our GREEN InsulWall and customized Industrial Curtain line,” said Kristine Grudis, warehouse sales
manager for Randall’s warehouse division. “InsulWall continues to demonstrate its strong value proposition:
aggressive ROI; ability to be nimble in the creation of temperature-controlled warehouse areas; and its energyconservation abilities. For details on GREEN Insulwall, please click here.

Randall’s warehouse division is a leading supplier of both insulated and non-insulated, flexible walls for the
warehouse sector. Today leading medical supply distributors, food distributors, apparel distributors, and 3PLs are
using InsulWall to create temperature-controlled areas in their warehouses.
Randall Warehouse is also featuring several Industrial Curtain lines at ProMat, including its Auto Body Curtain,
Warehouse Divider Curtain, and All-Purpose Industrial Curtain. Since these walls are used in a variety of
applications, each application is custom-designed with material, hardware, and options. Randall’s Industrial Curtain
lines provide the material handling industry with a fast, efficient wall that contains, separates, and divides work tasks
and warehouse space.

Randall Warehouse is participating at ProMat also with its InsulWall Ball Game, which promises to capture the
competitive spirit and enthusiasm of attendees. A challenging game where attendees attempt capture the InsulWall
ping-pong balls in less than a minute. First played at Modex, over 350 attendees tried their hand at this fun game.
It’s back for a repeat performance at ProMat, Booth 349, where everyone is a winner. Click here to view the video.
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About Randall Manufacturing, Warehouse Division
Randall Manufacturing has been providing flexible wall solutions to warehouses, distribution centers, and
workplaces for over fifteen years. With an eye for sustainability, Randall was the first modular wall manufacturer to
utilize recycled materials to meet the growing need for GREEN building materials (and that contribute to LEED®
scores). Its product offerings include the insulated, modular curtain wall – InsulWall®; warehouse divider curtains –
Randall Industrial Curtain Walls; and insulated pallet covers. For more information on InsulWall and Randall
Manufacturing – Warehouse Division, visit randallmfg.com/warehouse, follow on Twitter @RandallWhse, or call 800323-7424.
About ProMat
ProMat 2015 is held at Chicago's McCormick Place South from March 23-26, 2015. The conference provides
attendees access to the latest material handling and logistics equipment and technologies. Over 800 exhibitors from
industry, commerce, and government will display supply chain solutions and innovations on the 300,000 square foot
show floor. ProMat attendees will discover the latest innovations learning the latest ideas driving productivity, attend
more than 100 educational sessions, and build strong business partnerships with suppliers.
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